
Executive Summary

This report reviews EnergyNorth’s collection and termination performance on both residential and non
residential accounts. About three years of the company’s charge-off history is analyzed in depth. The
purpose of the review and analysis is to determine the company’s ability to reduce its risk of customer
non-payment through the management of is collection processes.

There are a number of key findings in the report related to the company’s charge-off experience.
Residential charge-offs for 2006 are highlighted and analyzed. Most of the charge-off volume originates
on residential accounts. Of the 7,600 residential accounts charged-off in 2006, only 12% were
disconnected for non-payment. The remainder were closed at the request of the customer (i.e., close
voluntarily). Of the $4.3 million charged-off on residential accounts, $3.0 million was on accounts that
closed voluntarily. R-3 (Residential Heat) accounts represent 94% of the total accounts charged-off and
97% of the total dollar value charged-off.

Non-residential charge-offs for 2006 are also highlighted and analyzed. Non-residential accounts make
up 5% of the total number of accounts charged-off and 8% of the total dollar value charged-off in 2006.
Of the 413 non-residential accounts charged-off in 2006, 78% closed voluntarily. G-41 accounts (Low
Load-Small) equal 81% of the total accounts and 67% of the total dollars charged-off.

In addition to the charge-off analysis, there is a review and assessment of EnergyNorth’s collection and
termination acivities including the process for handling applications for new service. Process gaps and
opportunities for improvement are detailed. In 2006, the company did not appear to adequately
investigate and verify the identity of new applicants. In addition, the company did not mitigate risk by
obtaining security deposits on new applicants or delinquent active accounts.

The company is missing an opportunity to reduce its risk and better manage customer payment
behavior by not increasing disconnection activity. Of the 2,915 residential accounts charged-off in 2006
with balances over $500, 72% closed voluntarily with an average balance due of $1,217. Given that the
majority of these accounts are R-3 customers with average monthly bills of $100, many of these
accounts could have been targeted for disconnection earlier before additional usage occurred. Of the
accounts disconnected for non-payment, the average balance was $1,349, again indicating the company
could have targeted many of these accounts earlier before additional usage occurred. The company also
missed an opportunity to increase its collection performance and recovery of debt, as well as better
management of customer payment behavior, by not utilizing several additional late-stage recovery
strategies, including debt sales and legal recovery programs.

Based on the findings of the report, a rebuttal of previous testimony and comments by the staff of
EnergyNorth is detailed, including how the company’s charge-off issues are not a result of low income
customers or difficult to access meters.

The report concludes with a final analysis and recommended debt level. Based on the key findings of
this report, the company had an opportunity to improve its charge-off performance by targeting specific
groups of accounts for increased disconnection activity and optimized collection treatment strategies.
The conclusion is that the company’s collection and disconnection efforts did not keep pace with the
number of accounts and/or the past due balances on accounts receivable greater than 90 days.
Specifically, on R-3 accounts, which represent the greatest risk of charge-off to EnergyNorth, the
average balance of delinquency and charge-off increased year over year. The company missed an
opportunity to reduce its charge-offs by reducing the average balance on the accounts that actually
charged-off, either as a result of disconnection or closing voluntarily.
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An example is provided of how the company could have dramatically lowered its charge-offs over a two-
year period. The main point is that the EnergyNorth had ample time in the years before the review
period (i.e., July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2007) to target these types of accounts and slowly reduce the
accounts receivable, especially on accounts greater 90 days past due and balances over $500.

The collection treatment strategies and disconnection activities deployed by EnergyNorth in 2006 and
2007 were deficient and mismatched for the magnitude of the aged receivables. In addition the
collection and disconnect strategies were not focused on the types of accounts that represented the
greatest risk for the company. Nonetheless, EnergyNorth can expect that once the number of past due
accounts and past due balances are under control, its routine collection efforts such as past due notices,
outbound calling campaigns and payment arrangements and disconnection notices will become more
effective. The company, as well as its customers, will be better able to manage lower past due balances.

Finally, a charge-off amount and percentage ratio is detailed. In early 2006, if the company had
achieved a targeted level of an average balance of $500 on its high-risk, R-3 portfolio, the net reduction
to charge-offs would be $2,429,615. A similar analysis can be done for non-residential accounts, with an
increase in disconnection activity designed to reduce the average balance of the high-risk portfolio to a
target of about $1,200, the net reduction to charge-offs would be $189,172. As a result, the
recommended charge-off amount is $2,161,598, and the corresponding charge-off to revenue ratio is
1.3 1%.

Objectives for the Review and Assessment

1. Determine the effectiveness and performance of EnergyNorth’s collection and termination
activities and strategies relative to levels of bad debt

2. Recommend an appropriate level of bad debt (and corresponding ratio to revenue) for the
period between July 1, 2006 and June 30, 2007

Project Deliverables

The project deliverables are as follows:
• Identify process gaps and opportunities for improvement in the collection and termination

activities at EnergyNorth
• Determine the appropriate level of dollars charged-off to bad debt by EnergyNorth for the

period between July 1, 2006 and June 30, 2007
• Determine the appropriate percentage of bad debt to revenues at EnergyNorth for the period

between July 1, 2006 and June 30, 2007
• Present final recommendations and reports

Project Methodology

The Project methodology steps areas follows:

1. Obtain preliminary information and data via phone conversations, conference calls and
questionnaire

2. Conduct on-site assessment and interviews with key personnel

3. Create process maps of current processes and workflows

4. Perform detailed review of the existing account workflows and collections and terminations
programs
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5. Obtain detailed information and data as required

6. Identify gaps, problems and opportunities

7. Provide a report, including a set of recommendations

This report is organized in the following sections:

Introduction

Account Charge-Off Analysis and Key Findings

New Service Turn-On Activities

Collections and Termination Activities

Final Bill and Debt Recovery Activities

Response to Previous Testimony Regarding Charge-off and Collections Performance

Final Analysis and Recommended Debt Level (and Ratio)

1. Introduction
This report reviews EnergyNorth’s collection and termination performance on both residential and non
residential accounts. In addition, about three years of the company’s charge-off history is analyzed in
depth. The highlights of the 2006 charge-off history are included on Attachment A on page 25. The
purpose of the review and analysis is to determine the company’s ability to reduce its risk of customer
non-payment through the management of is collection processes.

2. Account Charge-Off Analysis and Key Findings

The following is summary of EnergyNorth’s 2006 charge-off data:

2006 Charge-Off Summary

2006 Residential Charge-Off Key Findings (for details see Attachment A):

• Residential accounts made up 95% of the total number of the accounts charged-off and 92% of
the total dollar value charged-off

• The 7,600 accounts charged-off represent over 10% of the total number of residential accounts
in EnergyNorth’s customer base in 2006
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Avg.
Accounts % Dollars % Balance

Total Residential Charge-off: 7,600 95% $4,338,556 92% $571

~ Total Non-Residential Charge-off: 413 5% $388,742 8% $941

Total Charge-off: 8,013 100% $4,727,298 100% $59C
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• There were 77 accounts that charged-off due to bankruptcy with a total balance of $91,382 (i.e.,
an average balance of $1,187)

• Of the 7,600 accounts charged-off, only 12% were disconnected for non-payment. The
remainder were closed at the request of the customer (i.e., close voluntarily)

• Of the $4.3 million charged-off, only $1.3 million was on accounts disconnected for non
payment

• Of the $4.3 million charged-off, $3.0 million was on accounts that closed voluntarily

• The average balance on accounts closed voluntarily was $460

• The average balance on disconnected for non-payment accounts was $1,349

• Of the 7,600 accounts charged-off, 62% of the accounts had balances less than $500. The
average balance was $169

• Of the 7,600 accounts charged-off, 38% had balances greater than $500. The average balance
was $1,217

• Of the 7,600 accounts charged-off, 19% of the accounts had balances greater than $1,000 with
the average balance equaling $1,746

• Of the $4.3 million charged-off, $3.5 million originated on accounts with balances greater than
$500

• R-3 (Residential Heat) accounts represent 94% of the total accounts charged-off and 97% of the
total dollar value charged-off

• R-4 (Residential low income discount) accounts represent only 0.2% of the total accounts
charged-off and only 0.3% of the total dollar value charged-off

• R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500, account for 38% of the total accounts charged-off
and 81% of the total dollar value charged-off

• The combined charge-offs for Concord, Nashua and Manchester (EnergyNorth’s urban centers)
represent 85% of the total accounts charged-off and 81% of the total dollar value charged-off

• Accounts coded as “1 family house heat” represent 94% of the total accounts charged-off and
97% of the total dollar value charged-off

• Of the 7,600 residential accounts charged-off, 53% of the meters were located outside

• Of the R-3 accounts charged-off, 54% of the meters were located outside
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• Of the R-3 accounts disconnected for non-payment, 59% of the meters were located outside

2006 Non-Residential Charge-Off Key Findings (for details see Attachment A):

• Non-residential accounts make up 5% of the total number of accounts charged-off and 8% of the
total dollar value charged-off

• Non-residential charge-offs of 413 represent about 3% of the total number of non-residential
accounts in EnergyNorth customer base in 2006

• There were 12 accounts that charged-off due to bankruptcy with a total balance of $17,754 (an
average balance of $1,480)

• Of the 413 accounts charged-off, 23% accounts were disconnected for non-payment

• Of the 413 accounts charged-off, 78% accounts closed voluntarily

• Of the $389K charged-off, 40% is on accounts disconnected for non-payment

• Of the $389K charged-off, 60% is on accounts that closed voluntarily

• The average balance on accounts that close voluntarily is $723

• The average balance on disconnected for non-payment accounts is $1,691

• Of the 413 accounts charged-off, 59% of the accounts had balances less than $500 (an average
balance of $131)

• Of the 413 accounts charged-off, 41% of the accounts had balances greater than $500 (an
average balance of $2,088)

• Of the 413 accounts charged-off, 24% of the accounts had balances greater than $1,000 (an
average balance of $3,065)

• Of the $389K charged-off, 92% of the dollars originated on accounts with balances greater than
$500

• G-41 accounts (Low Load-Small) equal 81% of the total accounts and 67% of the total dollars
charged-off

• G-42 accounts (Low Load-Ivied.) equal 6% of the total accounts and 24% of the total dollars
charged-off

• G-51 accounts (High Load-Small) equal 11% of the total accounts and 5% of the total dollars
charged-off
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• The combined charge-offs from Concord, Nashua and Manchester equal 59% of the total
accounts and 69% of the total dollars charged-off

• Accounts coded as “Misc Store Heating” represent 70% of the accounts and 66% of the total
dollars charged-off

• Of the 413 accounts charged-off, 81% of the meters were located outside

Interpretation and Analysis of 2006 Charge-Off Activity

Residential

Most of the charge-off volume originates on residential accounts. In 2006, over 10% of EnergyNorth’s
residential accounts were charged-off. Bankruptcy does not appear to be a problem for the company
and, as is discussed later in this report, the various special circumstances claimed by the company are
not supported by the data.

Of the 7,600 accounts charged-off, 88% closed voluntarily. This represents 71% of the charge-off
dollars. Ninety-seven percent of these accounts had balances under $500. The company, however,
disconnected only 3% of these accounts. Clearly, small balance accounts are not a target of the
company’s disconnection activity.

Thirty one percent of the charged-off accounts which closed voluntarily had balances greater than $500
(average balance of $1,095), and 13% were greater than $1,000 (average balance of $1,673). Since 94%
of residential accounts charged-off were R-3 (Residential Heat) customers, with average monthly bills of
about $100, it would have taken 10 months of non-payment for the average customer to reach a
balance due of $1,095 and nearly 17 months to reach a balance of $1,673. Clearly, the company missed
an important opportunity to reduce the amount charged-off by terminating these accounts before they
closed voluntarily.

Of the accounts charged-off with balances greater than $500, the company disconnected 28% with 72%
closing at the request of the customer. Of the accounts charged-off with balances greater than $1,000
the company disconnected 40% with 60% closing at the request of the customer. Clearly, higher
balance accounts are a target of the company’s disconnection activity.

Of the accounts charged-off with balances greater than $500, EnergyNorth disconnected 819 accounts
with a total due of $1,250,472 (i.e., an average balance of $1,527). The average balance for
disconnected accounts with balances greater than $1,000 was $1,855. In short, these accountholders
were seriously delinquent at the time of disconnection and typically had past due balances as old as 15
to 18 months. This suggests that the company missed an important opportunity to reduce the amount
charged-off by terminating these accounts earlier.

From a geographical perspective, 85% of the charge-offs originate in Concord, Nashua and Manchester,
the Company’s main urban centers. This volume of charge-off activity is not significantly higher than the
residential customer percentage (i.e., 75%) for the same locations.
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Ninety-four percent of the accounts charged-off and 97% of the dollar value charged-off originate on
accounts coded as “1 family house heat.” As a result, it appears that nearly all the charge-off activity
originates from single family residences, not from multi-unit buildings such as apartments.

Overall, 53% of the meters were located outside. Of the 885 accounts disconnected for non-payment,
59% were located outside. As a result, it appears that access to meters is potentially difficult on about
41% of the accounts.

Non-Residential

Only eight percent of the total charge-off volume originates on non-residential accounts. In 2006,
EnergyNorth charged-off 413 non-residential accounts, which represents about 3% of its overall non
residential accounts. Bankruptcy does not appear to be a problem for the company.

Seventy-eight percent of the accounts charged-off and 60% of the dollar value charged-off originates on
accounts that close voluntarily. The average balance on these accounts was $723.

Of the accounts charged-off with balances under $500, 14% were disconnected. The remaining accounts
closed voluntarily. For accounts with balances greater than $500, the percentage disconnected
increased to 47%. For accounts with balances greater than $1,000, the percentage disconnected was
54%. Clearly, higher balance accounts are a target of the company’s disconnection activity.

Of the accounts charged-off with balances greater than $500, EnergyNorth disconnected 80 accounts
with a total due of $153,010 and an average balance of $1,913. The average balance for disconnected
accounts with balances greater than $1,000 was $3,346. Clearly, these accountholders were seriously
delinquent at the time of disconnection. It appears that many of these accounts could have been
disconnected earlier to reduce the average balance charged-off.

Of the accounts charged-off with balances greater than $500, 91 were closed voluntarily with a total
balance due of $203,954 and an average balance of $2,241. Likewise, 53 accounts with balances greater
than $1,000 were closed voluntarily with a total balance due of $177,357 and an average balance of
$3,346. Clearly, the company missed an important opportunity to reduce the amount charged-off by
terminating these accounts before they closed voluntarily.

Overall, 81% of the meters were located outside. As a result, it appears that access to meters on non
residential accounts is not a problem for the company.

3. New Service “Move-In” Activities at EnergyNorth

In 2006, the company’s Call Centers (Waltham, MA & NYC) handled all applications for service transfers,
moves, and applications for new service. When a person calls for new service, a customer service
representative asks for the applicant’s history with the company and then searches the customer
information system to match the applicant to company history and any open balances.

If it is determined that the applicant is an existing or previous customer, then the customer accounts are
reviewed for outstanding debt. If debt is found, it is then determined if the customer accepts
responsibility for the balance due. The company attempts to collect 100% of the balance due. Typically,
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the company accepts 50% of the balance due and transfers the remaining balances onto the new
account regardless of whether the debt was previously charged-off.

If it is determined that the applicant is not an existing or previous customer, then the service address is
reviewed for outstanding debt. If the previous accountholder left an outstanding balance, the company
will request the applicant to fax a state-issued ID for identification purposes. If the applicant refuses to
fax the ID, the move-in order will not be stopped. If the applicant faxes the information and it is
subsequently determined that the identification is adequate, then the move-in order is initiated.

The process is similar for commercial account applications.

Process Gaps and Opportunities for Improvement:

The following is a list of process gaps and opportunities identified relative to the new service/move-in
procedure at EnergyNorth:

• Verification of Customer Identification—In 2006, the company did not appear to adequately
investigate and verify the identity of new applicants. Aside from requesting a state ID to be
faxed, the company did not screen and verify new applicants. Many third-party tools and
solutions are available to utilities to positively identify applicants, as well as establish
relationships between new applicants and previous accountholders and premises showing
outstanding balances. As a result, the potential exists for former accountholders with
outstanding balances to slip back into the system undetected. There appears to be high
likelihood of potential fraudulent. activity around name switching to avoid paying past due
balances.

• Lack of a Deposit Process on Residential Accounts—The Company does not obtain deposits on
any new applicants or delinquent accounts. According to New Hampshire PUC 1203.03 (a), a
utility “as a condition of new residential service, a utility may require a deposit...when the
customer has an undisputed overdue balance, incurred within the last 3 years, on a prior
account with the utility...” In addition, “as a condition of existing residential service, a utility may
require a deposit...when the customer’s service has been disconnected for non-payment of a
delinquent account.” Clearly, the company has the opportunity to reduce its risk of
accountholder default as well as recover monies on delinquent accounts through the use of
security deposits.

• Lack of a Deposit Process on Non-ResidentialAccounts —The Company does not obtain deposits
on non-residential accounts. According to New Hampshire PUC 1203.03 (f) a utility “as a
condition of any service other than residential service, a utility may require a deposit.” Again,
the company has the opportunity to reduce its risk of accountholder default as well as recover
monies on delinquent accounts through the use of security deposits.

• Partial Payments of Debt and Balance Transfers—In 2006, it was the company’s policy to
attempt to collect at least 50% of any outstanding balances from former customers applying for
new service. Customers were then allowed to transfer remaining delinquent balances to the
new account. Based on the data reviewed for this report, the average balance of a charged-off
(and disconnected for non-payment) customer in 2005 is $1,076. As a result, a customer
disconnected for non-payment in 2005 who later applies for service in 2006, would be afforded
the opportunity to pay a down payment $538 and transfer the remaining $538 to the new
account. Since the average monthly bill for this type of customer is about $100 per month, the
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transferred balance represents about 5.5 months worth of billing. It is difficult to understand
how customers with histories of delinquency and bad debt could be expected to pay the new
account plus the old debt. It is very likely that many of these transferred dollars became
delinquent and charged-off again.

4. Collections & Termination Activities at EnergyNorth

The following details the typical billing and collection timeline of delinquent customers at EnergyNorth
in 2006:

Both residential and non-residential customers are billed monthly for service. Bills are due
approximately 30 days after the bill date. Two days after the respective due date, all past due accounts
are processed through an automated “Credit Matrix,” which is an internal scoring system that calculates
a “risk” score based on a variety of rules-based criteria, including the type of account, past due balance,
age of arrears and time of year (i.e., summer/winter). Accounts which receive a pre-determined
minimum score are assigned an automated outbound collection call and coded to receive a notice on
the bill. Then a late fee is assessed and a new bill is issued (approx. day 32), which includes a special
reminder (internal notice code: 0002) regarding the past due balance.

Thirty days later, the next bill is due (approx. day 62). Two days after the due date, all past due accounts
are again processed through the credit matrix. Accounts which receive a pre-determined minimum
score are assigned an automated outbound collection call and coded to receive a notice on the bill.
Then a late fee is assessed and a new bill is issued (approx. day 64), which includes a summer
disconnection notice (internal notice code: 1003) regarding the past due balance. Immediately following
the due date, past due accounts are processed through an automated “Demand Table,” which selects
accounts for disconnection activity based on available field resources, location and ofher criteria.
During the period from October 26th to March 8th, no disconnection notices are printed or sent by the
company

If an account remains past due for another seven days (approx. day 71), a separate disconnection notice
(internal notice code: 2004) is mailed to the customer. If an account remains past due for another 14
days (approx. day 85), a field order (internal notice code: 1009 coupon) is issued for disconnection for
non-payment.

On a daily basis, certain accounts are selected for field visits for disconnection or collection activity.
Customers are selected for disconnection based on balance amount, age of arrears and location criteria.
Since 2006, field representatives utilize mobile handheld technology to receive and transmit data
regarding field orders, payments and outcomes of field visits. Field staff accepts customer payments in
the field, requiring at least 50% of the past due balance from the customer to stop the disconnection.
The company has 8 days to visit the premise and obtain payment or perform a disconnection. After 8
days (approx. day 93), the disconnect notice (i.e., 1009 coupon) expires.

Approximately two days later, accounts that remain past due recycle to the subsequent billing cycle
(approx. day 95) and notice processes. Specifically, accounts that remain past due progress through
duplicate timing, calling and notice processes, including notice on bill, potential selection in the demand
table, disconnection notice and field visit. During the period from October 26th to March 8th, no
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disconnection notices are printed or sent by the company to residential customers.

Once an account is disconnected for non-payment and the customer wants to restore service, the
company first attempts to collect 100% of the balance due, but will accept a down payment and
repayment terms on the remaining balance. Although PUC 1203.03 permits the company to request a
deposit as a condition of restoring service following disconnection for non-payment, the company does
not assess security deposits to any accounts.

The following table summarizes EnergyNorth’s collection and termination activity in 2006:

Total Customers “85,000

Termination Notices (on bill); 14,802
Outbound Calls; 243,139

Field Orders (1009 Summer Coupon); N/A

Field Visits 6,099

Actual Non-Pay Disconnections; 1,669

Service Restorations; 775

Non-Restorations; 894

N/A” Data Not Available

Payment Arrangements:

According to interviews with EnergyNorth company personnel, the company follows the state PUC rules on
payment arrangements, including winter rules. There are no statistics for 2006. However, the following data
highlights the 2007 activity;

EnergyNorth Payment Plans 2007

Number Dollars Avg. Bal.

New Plans 6,163 $6,486,188 $1,052

Plans Paid in Full 951 $730,128 $767

Plans Broken 4,168 $4,385,591 $1052

Average Monthly Default Rate 22%

Active Plans on Hand in February (lowest month) 657 $366,899 $588

Active Plans on Hand in September (highest month) 2,184 $1,255,566 $574

Process Gaps and Opportunities for Improvement

The following is a list of process gaps and opportunities identified relative to the collection and
termination activity at EnergyNorth:
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1. The company is missing an opportunity to reduce its risk and better manage customer payment
behavior by not applying security deposits on certain delinquent accounts. Specifically,

• Deposits on Certain Active Delinquent Residential Accounts—Securing deposits on certain high-
risk residential accounts with poor payment history will help modify customer behavior, as well
as reduce risk in the event the account closes and defaults. According to PUC 1203.03 (e) 1& 2,
a utility “as a condition of existing residential service, a utility may require a deposit,” when the
customer has received a certain amount of disconnect notices or the service has been
disconnected for non-payment of a delinquent account.

• Deposits on Certain Active Delinquent Non-Residential Accounts— Securing deposits on certain
high-risk non-residential accounts with poor payment history will help modify customer
behavior, as well as reduce risk in the event the account closes and defaults. According to PUC
1203.03 (f), a utility “as a condition of any service other than residential service, a utility may
require a deposit.”

2. The company is missing an opportunity to reduce its risk and better manage customer payment
behavior by delaying collection efforts on accounts eligible for disconnection (i.e., those that meet
the minimum balance and past due requirements). Although the company places reminders on bills
and makes outbound collection calls on accounts over 30 days past due, it delays more assertive
action (i.e., shut-off notices on bills, separate mailings and disconnection activity) for at least
another 30 days. In addition, it limits the number of disconnection notices through its demand table
because of field resource constraints. The company appears to focus most of its initial collection
effort on accounts greater than 60 days past due. Specifically,

• In 2006, EnergyNorth mailed a total of 14,882 separate disconnection notices. Based on
data provided by the company, many of these notices were sent to the same delinquent
customers month after month. In April 2006 alone, the total number of R-3 (Residential
heat) accounts eligible for disconnection (past due with balances greater than $50) equaled
15,863 with a total past due balance of $16,256,464 (an average past due balance of
$1,025). This entire population of accounts was eligible for disconnection based PUC
1203.11 Disconnection of Service. Specifically, accounts greater than 30 days past due can
be included in the disconnection eligible population because a bill is considered proper
notice and the minimum balance criteria was exceeded.

3. The company is missing an opportunity to reduce its risk and better manage customer payment
behavior by not increasing disconnection activity on lower balance accounts. Clearly, EnergyNorth
focuses its field disconnection activity on the oldest arrearage, higher balance accounts. For
example:

• Of the 950 residential accounts disconnected and charged-off in 2006, only 14% had
balances under $500.

4. The company is missing an opportunity to reduce its risk and better manage customer payment
behavior by targeting problem accounts for termination. For example,

• Of the 2,915 residential accounts charged-off in 2006 with balances over $500, 2,096 closed
voluntarily with an average balance due of $1,217. Many of these accounts could have been
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targeted for disconnection earlier before additional usage occurred.

5. The company is missing an opportunity to reduce its risk and better manage customer payment
behavior by not disconnecting certain delinquent accounts that default on payment arrangements.
According to PUC 1203.07 (k) a utility “may disconnect without additional notice any customer for
failure to comply with a properly confirmed payment arrangement, except as provided in PUC
1230.11 (f) which deals with medical emergencies.” Although 2006 data is not available, the 2007
data shows 4,168 accounts with broken agreements with an average balance of $1,052.

5. Final Bill and Debt Recovery Processes

In 2006, EnergyNorth processed final bill accounts according to the following timeline: Once an account
is closed, the final bill is immediately sent to the customer. The due date is approximately 25 days after
the bill date. If the final bill remains unpaid, then a new bill is issued (approx. day 28 from
disconnection), which includes a final bill reminder regarding the past due balance. At the same time,
the company selects and places all unpaid “high-risk” accounts (balances greater than $10) with third-
party collection agencies on a contingency-fee basis. These collection agencies work the accounts for
approximately 71 days until recalled by the company (approx. day 99 from disconnection).

Accounts not selected as high-risk accounts are held by the company for an additional 20 days. The
company then selects and places all unpaid “low-risk” accounts (balances greater than $10) with third-
party collection agencies on a contingency-fee basis. These collection agencies work the accounts for
approximately 51 days until recalled by the company (approx. day 99 from disconnection). While the
accounts are at the collection agencies, the company writes off the accounts as uncollectible
(accounting process occurs about once per month). All unpaid, recalled accounts are held by the
company for about 20 days, and then placed with another set of third-party collection agencies on a
contingency-fee basis (approx. day 120 from disconnection). All unpaid, charged-off accounts remain at
the agencies for an indefinite period of time. The accounts are not credit reported to the credit
bureaus.

Process Gaps and Opportunities for Improvement

EnergyNorth did not provide detailed liquidation reports of its agency collection programs. As a result, a
definitive analysis is not available. However, the following is a list of process gaps and opportunities
identified relative to the collection of final bills and debt recovery activities at EnergyNorth:

1. The company is missing an opportunity to increase its collection performance and recovery of debt,
as well as better management of customer payment behavior, by not utilizing several additional
late-stage recovery strategies. For example,

~ Six months after placement to the set of agencies agency collection performance typically
declines to near zero. In EnergyNorth’s case, six months after the second agency placement
(approx. day 300 from disconnection) very little future liquidation can be expected. As a
result, one strategy is to sell certain charged-off accounts. In 2006, the market pricing for
charged-off utility accounts between 300-720 days old (from disconnection) was 2.5% to
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4.5% of the total balance due. This pricing represents a significant increase over business as
usual (“BAU”).

Legal collection programs for certain high-balance accounts may be appropriate leading to
an improvement in collections performance.

6. Response to Previous Testimony Regarding Charge-off and Collections
Performance

Based on contents of this report, the following list of responses is offered as rebuttal to previous
testimony and comments by the staff of EnergyNorth:

1. EnergyNorth’s collections and charge-off problems are related to the high percentage of the low
income population in the service territory.

Response: Protected class residential customers, including low income customers, do not
appear to have any impact onthe company’s charge-off volume. In 2006, almost no charge-off
volume originates with accounts coded as R-4, the Low Income Residential Heating Rate.

2. EnergyNorth’s collections and charge-off problems are related to the large number of inaccessible
meters on residential accounts.

Response: Although the company appears to have a large percentage of inside meters on
residential accounts, 53% of all the charged-off accounts in 2006 had meters located outside.

3. Inability to obtain warrants or legal remedy to access meters for disconnection for non-payment

Response: See above comment.

4. EnergyNorth’s collections and charge-off problems are related to the high percentage of special
protection customers.

Response: Protected class residential customers, including low income customers, do not
appear to have any impact on the company’s charge-off volume. In 2006, almost no charged-off
volume originates with accounts code as R-4, the Low Income Residential Heating Rate.

5. EnergyNorth’s collections and charge-off problems are related to the numerous delinquent
customers that are in multi-family units which are difficult to access and perform disconnection.

Response: Multi-family units do not appear to have any significant impact on the company’s
charge-off volume. In 2006, almost no charge-off volume originated with accounts coded other
than R-1 and R-3.

7. Final Analysis and Recommended Charge-off Level (and Ratio)
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The following isa summary of the key findings of this report:

Residential Charge-Offs

1. Residential accounts make up 92% of the total annual charge-offs

2. Residential heat (R-3) accounts make up 94% of the total annual charge-offs

3. Residential heat (R-3) accounts with balances over $500 make up 81% of the total annual charge
offs

4. Residential heat (R-3), accounts closed voluntarily with balances over $500 make up 52% of the total
annual charge-offs

5. Residential heat (R-3), accounts disconnected-for-non-payment with balances over $500 make up
28% of the total annual charge-offs

Non-Residential Charge-Offs

1. Non-residential accounts with balances over $500 make up 92% of the total annual charge-offs on
non-residential accounts

2. Non-residential, accounts closed voluntarily with balances over $500 make up 53% of the total
annual charge-offs

3. Non-residential, accounts disconnected-for-non-payment with balances over $500 make up 47% of
the total annual charge-offs

Opportunities for Improvement in Collection and Termination Activities

1. Verification of Customer Identification

2. Deposit Process on Residential Accounts

3. Deposit Process on Non-Residential Accounts

4. Partial Payments of Debt and Balance Transfers

5. Deposits on Delinquent Residential Accounts

6. Deposits on Delinquent Non-Residential Accounts

7. Speed up collection efforts on accounts eligible for disconnection

8. Increase disconnection activity on lower balance accounts

9. Disconnect delinquent accounts that default on payment arrangements

10. Debt Sale

11. Legal collection programs

Potential Impact of Targeted Disconnection Program & Optimized Collection Treatment
Stategy

Based on the key findings of this report, the company has an opportunity to improve its charge-off
performance by targeting specific groups of accounts for increased disconnection activity and optimized
collection treatment strategies. The following sections identify and target specific types of accounts to
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target in order to reduce charge-offs.

Review and Analysis of 2006

In April of 2006, at the start of the disconnection season, the company had 15,863 R-3 customers with
past due balances of $16,256,464. The average past due balance on these accounts was $1,025. The
company subsequently disconnected a total of 1,526 of these R-3 delinquent customers. During the
year, 885 of these disconnected customers did not restore service and did not pay. As a result, these
885 accounts charged-off in 2006 for a total write off of $1,246,255.

In addition to the disconnected customers, there were 6,225 R-3 customers with past due balances that,
over the course of the year, closed their accounts voluntarily and did not pay. As a result, these 6,225
accounts charged-off in 2006 for a total write off of $2,978,345. The combined write off from the two
groups of R-3 customers totals $4,224,599.

By splitting the combined portfolio of charged-off R-3 accounts into two groups based on a dollar
balance range the following groups are created:

• R-3 accounts with balances less than $500: 4,249 accounts & $733,202 balance

• R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500: 2,861 accounts & $3,491,397 balance

Then, the following sub-category is created:

• R-3 accounts with balances less than $500 & disconnected for non-payment: 87 accounts &
$20,234 balance (average balance: $233)

• R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500 & disconnected for non-payment: 798 accounts
& $1,226,021 balance (average balance: $1,536)

• R-3 accounts with balances less than $500 which closed voluntarily : 4,162 accounts & $712,968
balance (average balance: $171)

• R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500 which closed voluntarily : 2,063 accounts &
$2,265,377 balance (average balance: $1,098)

By reviewing this last sub-category the following conclusions are made:

• EnergyNorth deployed its field resources on and was targeting for disconnect, on average, very
high-balance accounts (i.e., average balance: $1,536)

• The R-3 accounts with balances less than $500 which closed voluntarily have a relatively low
average balance and do not represent a significant charge-off issue for the company

• The R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500 which closed voluntarily represent a
significant charge-off issue for the company

Review and Analysis of 2007

In April of 2007, at the start of the disconnection season, the company had 15,824 R-3 customers with
past due balances of $16,734,346. The average past due balance on these accounts was $1,058. The
company subsequently disconnected a total of 1,611 of these R-3 delinquent customers. During the
year, 759 of these disconnected customers did not restore service and did not pay. As a result, these
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759 accounts charged-off in 2007 for a total write off of $1,226,419.

In addition to the disconnected customers, there were 6,599 R-3 customers with past due balances that,
over the course of the year, closed their accounts voluntarily and did not pay. As a result, these 6,599
accounts charged-off in 2007 for a total write off of $3,462,926. The combined write off from the two
groups of R-3 customers totals $4,689,246.

By splitting the combined portfolio of charged-off R-3 accounts into two groups based on dollar balance
range the following groups are created:

• R-3 accounts with balances less than $500: 4,230 accounts & $739,610 balance

• R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500: 3,128 accounts & $3,949,736 balance

Then, the following sub-category is created:

• R-3 accounts with balances less than $500 & disconnected for non-payment: 30 accounts &
$6,796 balance (average balance: $227)

• R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500 & disconnected for non-payment: 729 accounts
& $1,219,623 balance (average balance: $1,673)

• R-3 accounts with balances less than $500 which closed voluntarily: 4,200 accounts & $732,814
balance (average balance: $174)

• R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500 which closed voluntarily : 2,399 accounts &
$2,730,113 balance (average balance: $1,138)

By reviewing this last sub-category the following conclusions are made:

• EnergyNorth deployed its field resources on and was targeting for disconnect, on average, very
high-balance accounts (i.e., average balance: $1,673)

• The R-3 accounts with balances less than $500 which closed voluntarily have a relatively low
average balance and do not represent a significant charge-off issue for the company

• The R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500 which closed voluntarily represent a
significant charge-off issue for the company

A comparison 2006 and 2007 is presented in the table below:

Comparison of 2006 & 2007

2006 2007 Variance %Change

R-3 Accounts Past Due Balances >90 Days (April 2006): 15,863 15,824

R-3 Dollars Past Due Balances >90 Days (April 2007): $ 16,256,464 $ 16,734,346 _____________________

Average Balance: $ 1,025 $ 1,058 $33 3%

Total Disconnections for Non-Payment (DNP): 1,526 1,611

R-3 Accounts Disconnected Charged Off: 885 759

R-3 Dollars Disconnected Charged Off: $ 1,246,255 $ 1,226,419 _____________________

Average Balance:. $ 1,408 $ 1,616 $208 15%
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Total R-3 Accounts Charged Off: 7,110 7,358

Charge-offs:
R-3 Accounts with Balances Less Than $500:
R-3 Accounts with Balances Greater Than $500:
R-3 Balances Less Than $500:
R-3 Balances Greater Than $500:

Monticello Consulting Group
EnergyNorth Report for NHPUC (Final 011909)

Average Balance (<$500):
Average Balance (>$500):

87
798

$ 20,234
$ 1,226,021
$ 233

$ 1,536

30
729

6,796
1,219,623

227
1,673

4,249
2,861

$ 733,202
$ 3,491,397

4,230
3,128

$ 739,610
$ 3,949,736

R-3 Accounts with Balances Less Than $500 & DNP:
R-3 Accounts with Balances Greater Than $500 & DNP:

R-3 Balances Less Than $500 & DNP:
R-3 Balances Greater Than $500 & DNP:

Average Balance (<$500):

Average Balance (>$500):

R-3 Accounts with Balances Less Than $500 & CV*:
R-3 Accounts with Balances Greater Than $500 & CV:
R-3 Balances Less Than $500 & CV:
R-3 Balances Greater Than $500 & CV:

$
$
$
$

$
$

$137 9%~

4,162
2,063

$ 712,968
$ 2,265,377

4,200
2,399

732,814
2,730,113

$ 171 $ 174 ___________________

$ 1,098 $ 1,138 $40 4%
* Closed Voluntarily

Comparison and Conclusions of 2006 & 2007

1. The average balance of the overall portfolio of past due active accounts increased in 2007 from 2006
by $33, or 3%.

2. The average balance charged-off on R-3 accounts disconnected for non-payment increased in 2007
from 2006 by $208, or 15%.

3. The average balance on charged-off on R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500 &
disconnected increased in 2007 from 2006 by $137, or 9%.

4. The average balance on charged-off R-3 accounts with balances greater than $500 which closed
voluntarily increased in 2007 from 2006 by $40, or 4%.

Based on these conclusions, it is clear that the company’s collection and disconnection efforts did not
keep pace with the number of accounts and/or the past due balances on accounts receivable greater
than 90 days. Specifically, on R-3 accounts, which represent the greatest risk of charge-off to
EnergyNorth, the average balance of delinquency and charge-off increased year over year.

Missed Opportunity to Reduce Charge-offs

In the comparison above, EnergyNorth missed an opportunity to reduce its charge-offs by reducing the
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average balance on the accounts that actually charged-off, either due to disconnection or closing
voluntarily. Specifically, assuming the exact same accounts charge-off in 2006 and 2007 (business as
usual), the overall dollars of charge-offs can be decreased by reducing the average balance on each
account before disconnection. One strategy to achieve a lower average balance is to collect or remove
the past due balances earlier, before high balances make it difficult or impossible for the average
customer to pay the bill.

Since the average balance on high-balance, R-3 accounts disconnected in 2007 is $1,673, most of these
accounts would have been eligible for disconnect in the 2006 disconnection season. If the company had
disconnected all of the 729 accounts (2007 BAU) in 2006, and on average 10 months earlier, the
reduction in charges offs would equal $729,000 (729 accounts X $1,000 reduction ($100 monthly avg.
bill x 12) = $729,000)

In addition, since the average balance on high-balance, R-3 accounts closed voluntarily in 2007 is $1,138,
many of these accounts would have been eligible for disconnect in the 2006 disconnection season. If
the company had disconnected all of the 2,399 accounts (2007 BAU) in 2006, and on average 8 months
earlier, the reduction in charge-offs would equal about $1,919,200 (2,399 accounts X $800 reduction
($100 monthly avg. bill x 12) = $1,919,200). The problem for the company is how to predict which
accounts will close, not pay and then write off. Without sophisticated predictive analytic tools, the
company has no way of making a prediction of future events. However, in April of 2007, like any other
month, the accounts at risk (high past due balances and aged) were known. For instance, in April of
2007, at the start of the disconnection season, the company had 15,824 R-3 customers with past due
balances of $16,734,346. During 2007, many of these customers simply closed their accounts and
subsequently charged-off. Had the company accelerated and expanded its disconnection activity on the
entire portfolio of high-balance, past due accounts (i.e., greater than $500 balance), the overall average
balance on the entire portfolio would decrease. Consequently, as the high-balance R-3 accounts
subsequently close and charge-off, the balances also would be lower. The question is how much earlier
and how many disconnections need to be made to impact subsequent charge-offs?

Impact of Increased Disconnections

The following example demonstrates the impact of increased disconnection activity on a targeted group
of accounts: In April of 2006, there were 7,034 R-3 accounts with past due balance greater than 90 days
past due (the target group). The total due on these accounts totaled $9,636,794, with an average
balance of $1,370. EnergyNorth subsequently disconnected and charged-off 798 of these target
accounts, totaling a write off of $1,226,021. Assuming the group of accounts the company actually
disconnected remains exactly the same, the remaining 6,236 accounts (7,034-798 = 6,236) would be
eligible for disconnection during the remainder of the year. Then, assuming EnergyNorth immediately
disconnected all the remaining 6,236 eligible customers at the beginning of the disconnection season,
the disconnected customers could be expected to follow historical patterns of behavior by paying to
restore service or not restoring service and ultimately charging off. In this hypothetical example, the 12
month estimated reduction to charge-offs is $196,436. The table below compares the disconnection
activity and summarizes the financial impact. A detailed calculation is included on Attachment B on
page 26.

2006 Example of Increased Disconnections
2006 w/Increased

2006 BAU* Disconnections
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R-3 Disconnections CO Bal. >$500 #: 798 798

Increase in R-3 Disconnections CO Bal. >$500 #:

R-3 Disconnections CO Bal. >$500 $:
Increase in R-3 Disconnections CO Ba!. >$500:

Total CO:

Variance from BAU:

R-3 Closed Voluntary CO Bal. >$500 $:
New Total Closed Voluntary CO Ba!. >$500:

Total CO:

Variance from BAU:

Total Charge-offs R-3 Accounts: $ 3,491,398

6,236

$ 1,226,021

$ 1,682,155

$ 2,908,176

$ 1,682,155

$ 386,786

$ 386,786

$ (1,878,591)

$ 3,294,962 (est.)

* BAU-Business As Usual

N/A= Not Applicable

Net Reduction in Charge-offs: $ (196,436) (est.)

Although the net reduction of $196,436 in charge-offs is not dramatic, the real financial impact occurs in
the subsequent year. That is, as a result of increased disconnection activity on the target group in 2006,
the balance of the target portfolio declines significantly in the following year. Specifically, the past due
balance of the target group drops to $438 in 2007 from $1,349 in 2006, an average decline of $911 per
account. Assuming the same number of accounts charge-off from both categories of accounts
(disconnections and closed voluntarily, then the net reduction to charge-offs is $2,923,105. A summary
of the impact is shown below:

2007 Jmpact of Increased Disconnections in 2006

Monticello consulting Group
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2007 w/lncreased

Disconnections in 2006

6,086

$ 2,666,629

$ 438

$ 926

N/A

$ 1,226,021

N/A

$ 1,226,021

$

$ 2,265,377 N/A

(no change)

(est.)

(est.)N/A

$ 2,265,377

$

R-3 Accounts >90 Days PD Eligible for Disconnection #:

R-3 Accounts >90 Days PD Eligible for Disconnection $:
Average Balance:

Reduction in Average Balance:

R-3 Disconnections CO Ba!. >$500 #:

R-3 Disconnections CO Bal. >$500 $:
Average Balance:

R-3 Closed Voluntary CO Bal. >$500 4$:

R-3 Closed Voluntary CO Ba!. >$500 $:
Average Balance:

2006 BAU

6,236

$ 8,410,773

$ 1,349

798

$ 1,226,021

$ 1,536

2,063

$ 2,265,377

$ 1,098

2007 BAU

5,545

$ 7,562,008

$ 1,364

759

1,226,419

$ 1,616

2,399

$ 2,730,113

$ 1,138

759

$ 523,874

$ 690

2,399

$ 509,553

$ 212
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Total Charge-off R-3 Accounts: $ 3,491,398 $ 3,956,532 $ 1,033,427

Net Reduction in Charge-offs 2007: $ (2,923,105)

The example demonstrates how the company could dramatically lower charge-offs over a two year
period. The key assumption with the calculation is the percentage of accounts that restore service after
disconnection. The percentage used in the model is 80% (Attachment B, line 25), which assumes 80% of
the accounts that are disconnected will restore service (and 20% will not pay and eventually charge-off).
The typical electric utility company in the United States experiences a service restoration percentage of
at least 80%. For gas utilities, the short-term restoration percentage rate (less than one year) is less than
80% and varies, primarily due to the lack of motivation some residential heat-type custorners have to a
restore a disconnected service in the non-heating season. Since many of these customers do not need
the gas supply in the spring and summer, they simply wait until the heating season arrives to restore
service with the utility. Nonetheless, the long-term restoration rate (about 12 months) for gas utilities is
typically at or above 80%. For example, in 2006 the Rhode Island Division of Public Utilities and Carriers
commissioned a review of the collections and terminations activities at New England Gas Company (now
part of National Grid). The following quote from the report discusses New England Gas Company’s
disconnect-restoration experience:

Of the 14,805 residential accounts that were SONP [shut-off for non-payment], 7,209 (48.7%) restored
service by making a payment and/or establishing payment arrangements. Hence, 7,596 (51.3%) of the
SONP accounts did not immediately restore service. It is assumed that many of these customers delayed
restoration of service to just before the start of the next [disconnection] moratorium period (presumably,
customers delay restoration to take advantage of the moratorium and avoid making payments). In fact,
the company data indicates that as of January 31, 2006, all but 1,178 of these same accounts restored
service. As a result, the long-term restoration rate is over 92% (i.e., 13,627 accounts ultimately restored
service).

For a utility company to have long-term service restoration rate less than 75% to 80% suggests a
problem with customer identification fraud. As noted in the section on New Service “Move-In”
Activities, EnergyNorth did not appear to adequately investigate and verify the identity of new
applicants, which increased the likelihood of potential fraudulent activity around name switching to
avoid paying past due balances.

Conclusions

The hypothetical example above demonstrates how EnergyNorth could dramatically reduce its charge
offs in a two-year period. Although it is impractical to assume the company could disconnect the 6,236
accounts all at once because of resource constraints and the negative impact on the organization (as
well as customer service), the example demonstrates how the company over time could have reduced
its charge-offs. The main point is that the EnergyNorth had ample time in the years before the review
period (i.e., July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2007) to target these types of accounts and slowly reduce the
accounts receivable, especially on accounts greater 90 days past due and balances over $500.

Clearly, the company did not keep pace with the aging and past due balances growing on key types of
accounts. The collection treatment strategies and disconnection activities deployed by EnergyNorth in
2006 and 2007 were deficient and mismatched for the magnitude of the aged receivables. In addition
the collection and disconnect strategies were not focused on the types of accounts that represented the
greatest risk for the company. Nonetheless, EnergyNorth can expect that once the number of past due
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accounts and past due balances are under control, its routine collection efforts such as past due notices,
outbound calling campaigns and payment arrangements and disconnection notices will become more
effective. The company, as well as its customers, will be better able to manage lower past due balances.

Recommended Charge-Off Amount and Ratio

The following tables summarize EnergyNorth’s charge-off experience, revenues and percentages for
2005 to 2007. In addition, the same information is presented for the review period of July 1, 2006 to
June 30, 2007.

Julyl, 2006 to June 30, 2007 Charge-off Summary
Charge-off Dollars

Residential $ 4,448,405 $
Non-Residential $ 354,702 $

Total $ 4,803,107 $

Charge-Off Residential Accounts

Based on the report analysis and conclusions, EnergyNorth had an opportunity to reduce its charge-offs
on residential accounts by increasing its disconnection activities and optimizing its collection treatment
strategies in the years before the review period of 2006-2007. In the previous example, an increase of
6,236 disconnections in 2006 resulted in lowering the average balance of the high-risk portfolio by $926.
By increasing disconnections by about 5,826, the average balance of the high-risk portfolio is reduced to
$500 (see Attachment C on page 27). In early 2006, if the company had achieved this level of average
balance on its high-risk, R-3 portfolio, the net reduction to charge-offs would be $2,429,615. A summary
of the impact is shown below:
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J 2005 Charge-off Summary
Charge-off Dollars Revenue C09’o

Residential $ 4,638,410 $ 85,894,704 5.40%
Non-Residential $ 379,690 $ 75,498,710 0.50%

Total $ 5,018,100 $ 161,393,414 3.11%

~ 2006 Charge-off Summary
Charge-off Dollars Revenue CO%

Residential $ 4,392,917 $ 85,765,087 5.12%
Non-Residential $ 387,468 $ 79,589,545 0.49%

Total $ 4,780,385 $ 165,354,632 2.89%

[ 2007 Charge-off Summary
Charge-off Dollars Revenue C091o

Residential $ 4,776,993 $ 93,218,293 5.12%
Non-Residential $ 715,934 $ 84,413,117 0.85%

Total $ 5,492,927 $ 177,631,410 3.09%

r
Revenue
90,371,960
83,205,754

173,577,714

CO %
4.92%
0.43%
2.77%
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[ 2006 to 2007 Results Impact of Increased Disconnections in Previous Years
07/2006 to 06/2007

07/2006 to w/Optimized

06/2007 BAU * Processes in Previous Years

R-3 Accounts >90 Days PD Eligible for Disconnection if: 6,236 6,096

R-3 Accounts >90 Days PD Eligible for Disconnection $: $ 8,410,773 $ 3,045,212

Average Balance: $ 1,349 $ 500**

Reduction in Average Balance: $ 849

R-3 Disconnections Co Bal. >$500 if: 798 798

R-3 Disconnections CO Bal. >$500 $: $ 1,226,021 $ 548,344
Average Balance: $ 1,536 $ 687

R-3 Closed Voluntary CO Bal. >$500 if: 2,063 2,063

R-3 Closed Voluntary CO Bal. >$500 $: $ 2,265,377 $ 513,439

Average Balance: $ 1,098 $ 249

Total Charge-off R-3 Accounts: $ 3,491,398 $ 1,061,783

Net Reduction in Residential Charge-offs: $ (2,429,615)

2006 data used since 2006-2007 actual data is almost identical
~ Assumes a target of $500 based on optimizing processes in previous years

Charge-Off Reduction on Non-Residential Accounts

Based on the report analysis and conclusions, EnergyNorth had an opportunity to also reduce its charge
offs on non-residential accounts by increasing its disconnection activities and optimizing its collection
treatment strategies in the years before the review period of 2006-2007. In the previous example for
residential accounts, an increase in disconnection activity reduced the average balance of the high-risk
portfolio to a target of $500. A similar analysis can be done for non-residential accounts, with an
increase in disconnection activity designed to reduce the average balance of the high-risk portfolio to a
Largel of about $1,200, Ihe net reduction to charge-offs would be $189,172. A summary of the impact is
shown below

2006 to 2007 Results Impact of Increased Disconnections in Previous Years I
07/2006 to 07/2006 to 06/2007 w/Optimized

06/2007 BAU * Processes in Previous Years

Non-Res. Accounts >90 Days PD Eligible for Disconnection if**: 476

Non-Res. Accounts >90 Days PD Eligible for Disconnection $**: $ 1,071,476

Average Balance: $ 2,251 $ 1,200***

Reduction in Average Balance: $ 1,051

Non-Residential Disconnections CO Bal. >$1,000 if: 46 46

Non-Residential Disconnections CO Bal. >$1,000 $: $ 26,068 $ 77,722
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Average Balance: $ 2,741 $ 1,690

Non-Residential Closed Voluntarily CO Bal. >$1,000 1*: 53 53

Non-Residential Closed Voluntarily CO Bal. >$1,000 $: $ 77,357 $ 121,654

Average Balance: $ 3,346 $ 2,295

Total Charge-Off Non-Residential Accounts: $ 388,548 $ 199,376

Net Reduction in Non-Residential Charge-offs: $ (189,172)

* 2006 data used since 2006-2007 actual data is almost identical

As of June 30, 2006
~ Average balance target of $1,200

As a result, the recommended level of charge-offs and corresponding percentage ratio is as follows:

Recommended Reduction to 2006 Charge-Offs
Charge-off Dollars Revenue CO%

Residential (Actual) $ 4,392,917 $ 85,765,087
Non-Residential (Actual) $ 387,468 $ 79,589,545

Total: $ 4,780,385 $ 165,354,632 2.89%

Recommended Reduction (Residential): $ (2,429,615)
Recommended Reduction (Non-Res): $ ( 189,172)

Recommended Total: $ 2,161,598 $ 165,354,632 1.31%
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Attachment B

Impact of Increased Drsconnectrons

2006 EnergyNorth BAU (Business as Usual):

Ascoums Rssc sable Aprrl 2006:

7,03-1 13 3 Accounts >90 Days RI) (Actual 2006 Ii)

$ ‘1,531,704 13 3 Accounts >90 Days PD (Actual 200651
5 .1,370 Average il,rlancs’

F 3Disconnrrcliori~eOff(cO(
/91 It-I Disconnectasns CO 16sf ‘$500 (2006 Actual 8)

$ 1,226,021 13 3 Disconneclio’r’, CO 11>1. uSSOD (2006 Actual 9(

$ 1,535 Average Ilal,rncss

83 Clos”cl VotunlarilyChvr~u OIMtQ(

2,063 Il 3 (losed Voluntarily CD 13>1. ‘$500 (703SAclual ll(
$ 2,265,3/7 13 3 Closed tolunlarily 1.0 Bal ‘5500 (2006 Actual 5)
$ 1,098 Average Bai>nu’

rs $ 6,236 ltomarnrng Number It 3 Accounts >90 Days PD Fliltihle for Disconnection
.5- :o, s 9,410.1/:1 Remaining Dollars RI Accounts >90 Days ~D [Irgrbie for Disconnection

Sri S 1,349 Average Balance

2006 Increased Disconnectiorts Combined with Process Improvements:

svr.vt ~~36~3argeted Incremental Increase in Disconnuctioris (Proposed 2006 ll(

$ 8,430,773 Targeted Incremental lrrcrvase m Drsconnectious (Pr opostfd 2006 $(

25 anesri E~~~ss’r vice Rosloralion 21 i industry Averar3r’(

Sr 12 5 21 20% Non-Restoration ‘:, (1 reslora1ion %(

2115,150 [ %jColleciions Dons Restored Accounts 1. (Lnt’rgyNnrrlr e’t

s ii~.”,1 4,989 13-3 Accounts Restored alter Disconnactron (rol.(

,O 2 ‘,/SsSI, $ ‘1,171,743 Doll,a Collrrc ted trots Restoration of 13 3 Accounts (,‘st.~

St Ir%2iiI 1,2’17 Addi2ional 13 3 Accounts to Charge DII lest.l

52 SunS’> 5 1,687,155 Additional R 3 Dcllars to Charge Dli (t’st.(

4,989 Remaining It 3 Accounts Activy (est.(

$ 2,555,871 New Balance Due on Restored Accounts lest.)

$ 513 New Average ll,ilanr.e

JO ~.p,D F $16.4) long Term Prerni,,’ Icaslomerl Resioratron’S, (EnergyNorth cut.)

3,, r5, 55 1,098 Nt’>i Customers (4c’placoments( on 13-3 Drsc.onnr’cteo Prerriises (est,l

Iv r’pnrj - $ 100 Avt-ra9e Balance Itwsumr’s 2016 AvCI,lgv Monthly Bill & account stay current)

-it swan $ 109,754 Total 12w’ on New Caslonsers (Replacements)

‘It i35,aSf 6,086 Long-Tents R~-rr,aining 13-3 Accounts Active (esl.(

.~,,,. 1’ 5 2,666,6~9 Long Turns New Palanc,’ Do,’ on P.r’~1ot “d AccounL (t’cc(

5 438 New Average talance

5 0)1 Reduction it, Avg. 8,1. per Active Account (ost I
Sn >s.i, $ 187 New Avetag,’ Balanre It 3 Clos,’rl Volrinlarily CO 13>1 >5500 lest)

es 1,-i> $ 386,785 N~w Total Balance ti I closed Voluntarily CD Ral >5500 (est.)

2006 Anticipated Results
1,226,021 13-3 Disconnectron,, CD 11>1. -$50012006 Actual 5)

$ 1,1,132,155 Increase in R 3 Disconnections CO Bat. >5501) lest,)
S 2.006,171, New tolal R-3 Dtscosns’ctron CD 2006 lest (
5 1,697.355 Variance Irons AcsuaI

6 5 2,265,377 R-’t Closed Volunlarriv CO Bai. >5500 (2006 Actual 5)
I’ 5,2’,, 5 386,780 New Total Closed Vctl,trrlar ny L D hal. -‘5511,3 (usc.)

~u sc ‘,;r 5 (1.878,5001 Varrsncr’ Irons Ac:ual

so ,si.sa~ 5 (196,436) Total Impact to 2006 Charge Off
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Attachment C

~risct err Inc ee,,sd Disconrrvctiorrs

2006-2007 £nergyNorth BAD (Business as Usual):
AccourresRecervabre April 2006:

1034 83 Accounts ‘90 Days PD (Artuel 20066)
$ 9,636,194 8-3 Accounts sOfa Days PD )Actu,d 10065)
5 .1,310 AVerage Balance

R 3 0iscon00cticy~3,CfrarrcOf(,(COI
/Oll Il-I jisconnectrorts CO Gal. >5500 i2006 Actual if)

55 S 1,216,021 8 3 D,connrrrtrons Co Gal. ‘$500 (2006 Actual 5)
$ 1,536 Asera~e Balance

$:3~)93Csi.ItI0ta(ycjgQ$2ffj≤~’
2.063 8-3 Closed Volunlary CCI Bat >5500 (201)6 Actual fI)

5 2,265,377 R-C Cinsocl Voluntary CO Gal. >5500 (2006 Actual 5)
5 1,098 Average tale nec

53-i “i $ 6236 Ilernaining Numbel 8-3 Accounts >90 Days P1) l:ligibie for Dr,co’rnection
‘il ‘,.re( S 8,410173 Remaining Dollars R-3 Accounts >90 Da~s PD Fligible for Osconnection

0) 5 1,349 Average Balance

%Ot)6-20Dllncree’ed Discorinactions Combiner) with Process Improvements:
211, pur L~__~3~..iTarocsed lncremerrtal Increase rn Disccrnnectionc (Proposed 701)6 I’)
IS l22~.rrr) S 7,856,439 l,rrg’tr≥rf Incremental Increase in Dr’,ronn~rctions (Proposed 2006$)

~~21Service Restoration % lnduslrl Average)
20% Non-Ilestorarior A (1-rostor’itron A)

(cOons from Ppslclred Accounts A )tner1tyNnrth cIt.)

‘a 4,66(5 8-3 AccOunts Restored after Drscorirrection lest

2 .,2~c It 5 3896,794 Dollars Collected from Restoration of 8 3 AJounts )CSL)
-rI ,;r4 1,166 Aririrltonirl 8-3 Actoun(s to Charge Ott (l’st,l
11 tIli~.t’ , r,57 5,188 Ad’ritronal 8-3 Dollars In (.har<e OH ii’st.)

6,071 Remaining 8-3 Acrounls Artrve (so.)
9 2,942,692 N~w Ilalarice Du~ err Restored Accounts lest.)

6 580 New Average 851,rrrce

:3 ilvrvrrt ,( 36.) Lring-Tei m Premise )ccislomer) Restora tiers A )f nergyNorth nut.)

i’) lt5ttti 1,025 New Customers )RetCaccrrients) on 8-3 Disconnected Premises )ctsl.)
rt:r’t. )C0~Averagc Balance Assumes 2006 Aver age Monthly lull & account stay current)

-It r lCs4rrl 5 202,570 Total Dire car New Cestorrie’s (Replacements)

6,098 Long Tern Rertarni’rg 83 Accounts Active test,)
9 3045,712 tori6 Term New Batarrce Dire err Restored Accounts (no.)
5 500 New Avelage Batrrrrcc

5 819 rteouction n Avg. B,sl. per Acirve Acrciunt (est.t
$ 249 N~w Average balance R•3 Crrsed Voluntary CO Gal >5500 (cull
5 513,439 Ness’ Total Balance 8-3 Closed Volrirrtar, CO Gel ‘-$500 (cut

2006-2007 Anticipated Results
S t,226,02 1 8-3 Discmrrrrrecsior’s CO Gal ‘5500 (2006 Actual 5)
5 3,571,288 Increase is R-3 Discorrnsars)orrs CO Gal. >5500 (cut.)
S 7,797,309 New total R 3 Oi5torrnectron eQ lOOts )est.(
5 1,510288 Valance from Acisiat

51151 5 2,265,377 8-3 Closed Voluntary CO Gal. >5500)2005 Actual Sn

lit 1,4th 5 513439 New Tc’lal Closed Volunrnry CO Al. >5500 (cut t

wi’, -,r S (1,751,933) Variance from Actuel

ts~set 5 (180650) Total Impact to 2006 Charge Off
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Docket #: 07-050 Printed: January 23, 2009

FILING INSTRUCTIONS: PURSUANT TO N.H. ADMIN RULE PUC 203.02(a),

WITH THE EXCEPTION OF DISCOVERY, FILE 7 COPIES (INCLUDING COVER LETTER) TO:
DEBRA A HOWLAND
EXEC DIRECTOR & SECRETARY
NHPUC
21 SOUTH FRUIT STREET, SUITE 10
CONCORD NH 0330 1-2429



PURSUANT TO N.H. ADMIN RULE 203.09 (d), FILE DISCOVERY

DIRECTLY WITH THE FOLLOWING STAFF

RATHER THAN WITH THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

LIBRARIAN BULK MATERIALS:
NHPUC
21 SOUTI-I FRUIT ST, SUITE 10 Upon request, Staff may waive receipt of some of its multiple
CONCORD NI-I 03301-2429 copies of bulk materials filed as data responses. Staff cannot

waive other parties’ right to receive bulk materials.

LEGAL DEPARTMENT
NHPUC
21 SOUTH FRUIT ST, SUITE 10
CONCORD NH 03301-2429

STEPHEN FRINK
NHPUC
21 SOUTH FRUIT ST, SUITE 10
CONCORD NH 0330 1-2429

GEORGE MCCLUSKEY
NHPUC
21 SOUTH FRUIT ST, SUITE 10
CONCORD NH 03301-2429

F ANNE ROSS
NHPUC
21 SOUTH FRUIT ST, SUITE 10
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ROBERT WYATT
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21 SOUTH FRUIT ST, SUITE 10
CONCORD NH 0330 1-2429

AMANDA NOONAN
CONSUMER AFFAIRS DIRECTOR
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21 SOUTH FRUIT ST, SUITE 10
CONCORD NH 0330 1-2429
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PURSUANT TO N.H. ADMIN RULE 203.09 (d), FILE DISCOVERY

DIRECTLY WITH THE FOLLOWING STAFF

RATHER THAN WITH THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

LIBRARIAN BULK MATERIALS:
NHPUC
21 SOUTI-I FRUIT ST, SUITE 10 Upon request, Staff may waive receipt of some of its multiple
CONCORD NH 0330 1-2429 copies of bulk materials filed as data responses. Staff cannot

waive other parties right to receive bulk materials.
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PURSUANT TO N.H. ADMIN RULE 203.09 (d), FILE DISCOVERY

DIRECTLY WITH THE FOLLOWING STAFF

RATHER THAN WITH THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

F ANNE ROSS
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